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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report card evaluates the TTC’s performance, over roughly the past 12 months, in
meeting five goals set by the TTCriders. These goals are based on key principles from the
TTCriders’ vision statement, that articulate the public transit system TTCriders want for
our city1.
We hope this report card provides public transit users, TTC Commissioners, Toronto City
Councillors, and the general public an opportunity to discuss the direction taken by the
TTC in the previous year as well as the direction it should take in the future.

HERE ARE THE RESULTS:
PUBLIC TRANSIT PRINCIPLE

STATUS

Fair and Affordable Fares

RATIONALE
TTC fares cover a higher percentage of operating costs than
fares in any other major city in North America. The TTC must
look to other sources for operating funds instead of raising
already too high fares.

DERAILED

Building Modern, Fast Transit
into All Corners of the City as
Fast as Possible
ON TRACK

Making Public Transit Fully
Accessible Transit

Public transit expansion in Toronto is back on track, after
being derailed for 16 months. Since June, talk has turned to
investing Toronto tax dollars in even more transit expansion.
The next step is to insure that transit expansion paid for by
the Province remains publicly accountable and controlled.
While the TTC is on the right track to make our public transit
system truly accessible, it’s taking too long. The TTC must
invest the money required to build an accessible TTC.

DELAYED

Frequent Service that Connects
All our Neighbourhoods

Service levels that connect our neighborhoods are worsening.
The TTC must, at minimum, increase service levels to match
ridership growth. Not doing so means paying more for less.
DERAILED

Environmental Sustainability

The TTC is missing an opportunity to promote the
environmental benefits of public transit by not publishing
reports showing how using public transit reduces greenhouse
gas and other smog emissions.
UNKOWN

See http://www.TTCriders.ca/Become-a-Member-of-TTCriders/
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INTRODUCTION
This report card evaluates the TTC’s performance, over roughly the past 12 months, in
meeting five goals set by the TTCriders. These goals are based on key principles from the
TTCriders’ vision statement, that articulate the public transit system TTCriders want for our city.

THESE KEY PRINCIPLES INCLUDE:
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TO EVALUATE THE TTC’S PERFORMANCE, WE USE THE FOLLOWING SIMPLE APPROACH:
ON TRACK TTC is on the right track and moving forward.
DELAYED

TTC is on the right track but not moving forward.

DERAILED TTC is not going where it needs to go.
UNKNOWN There is not enough information to grade performance at this time.
We expect this report card to become an annual accounting of TTC performance. We will
continue to monitor the TTC year round and aim to work with the TTC, City of Toronto,
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This report is written by TTCriders, a public transit advocacy group that gives transit riders
a voice. We are transit users who want more and better public transit in Toronto. TTCriders
was incubated by an alliance of environmental, labour, and community organizations.
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To learn more about TTCriders and to become a member, please visit

WWW.TTCRIDERS.CA
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PRINCIPLE 1: FAIR AND AFFORDABLE FARES
STATUS: DERAILED
TTC fares cover a higher percentage of operating costs than fares in any other major city
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already too high fares.
In 2012, the TTC increased the price of a single token by $0.10 and increased the price
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The TTC stated this increase was necessary and that they intend to hike fares every year
by at least 10 cents.
TTCriders believes riders already pay too much and that more funding for public transit
operations must come from other sources.
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of the TTC, in reality it is the greatest example of how poorly public transit in Toronto is funded.

FARE BOX RATIOS – NORTH AMERICA
TTC
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Los Angeles
Montreal

70%
29%
42%
40%
29%
56%

New York
Ottawa
Philadelphia
Vancouver
Washington

54%
43%
38%
48%
45%

Source: CITY OF TORONTO/ TTC 2011 Recommended Operating Budgets & 2011 – 2020 Capital Plan
http://www.toronto.ca/budget2011/pdf/presentation11_ttc.pdf
All ratios are for 2009, except for the TTC which is for 2011

Before additional fare hikes are considered, the fare box recovery ratio must fall more in
line with the North American average. This means all Torontonians, through provincial and
municipal taxes and/or new revenues tools, must help pay for operating the TTC. This is
only fair, given that everyone benefits from good public transit.
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PRINCIPLE 2: BUILDING MODERN, FAST TRANSIT INTO
ALL CORNERS OF THE CITY AS FAST AS POSSIBLE
STATUS: ON TRACK
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June, talk has turned to investing Toronto tax dollars in even more transit expansion. The next
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and controlled.
In December 2010, a fully funded plan that would have delivered 52 km of light rail across
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In response, TTCriders organized and spoke with tens of thousands of Torontonians who
supported more and better public transit and building rapid transit now.
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expansion now by sending tens of thousands of emails, letters and phone calls to their City
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special council meeting in support of building rapid transit now.
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revenue tools to pay for transit expansion.
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and likely increase costs.
We’re also concerned about the potential lack of community consultation. Important
considerations like station location and design are typically subject to public consultation,
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to have a say in how these transit lines are rolled out. We get a bigger say if the TTC operates
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over the design of the transit expansion plans we’ve been waiting so long for.
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PRINCIPLE 3: MAKING PUBLIC TRANSIT
FULLY ACCESSIBLE TRANSIT
STATUS: DELAYED
While the TTC is on the right track to make our public transit system truly accessible it’s
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older, less accessible subways and streetcars.
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subway stations accessible by the end of 2020. In early 2011, the date was pushed back to
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the Commission did not make any service cuts. Unfortunately, how they avoided the cuts sets
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City Council made available to avoid service cuts to existing peak and off peak service
regular transit service. In other words, the Commission pitted transit users against each
other by diverting funding from regular ridership to cover Wheel-Trans expenses. Transit
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Trans operations. TTC riders cannot and will not accept policies and funding decisions which
pit riders against each other.
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PRINCIPLE 4: FREQUENT SERVICE THAT CONNECTS
ALL OUR NEIGHBOURHOODS
STATUS: DERAILED
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facing the TTC are as much about insufficient services on existing routes as they are about a
lack of routes into particular neighbourhoods.
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SERVICE TO RIDER RATIO

COMPARING TTC SERVICE LEVELS TO RIDERSHIP LEVELS
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To help track of whether increases in
service levels are keeping up with
increases in ridership, TTCriders has
developed the Service to Ridership Ratio,
which divides the total number of
kilometers of TTC service by the number
of passenger trips in a year2. A higher
number means better service for
passengers; a lower number means
worse service. As this table shows,
service levels improved in 2008 and
2009 and then dramatically worsened
in 2011.

YEAR
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enough in TTC services. The only way to reverse this worrying trend is to invest in the very
services people increasingly use.

2

Compiled from TTC Operating Statistics found at http://www.ttc.ca/About_the_TTC/Operating_Statistics/2011.jsp
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PRINCIPLE 5: ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
STATUS: UNKOWN
The TTC is missing an opportunity to promote the environmental benefits of public transit
by not publishing reports showing how using public transit reduces greenhouse gas and
other smog emissions.
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smog emissions that result from operating and maintaining the TTC fleet and infrastructure.
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operations pollute the air, they also avoid much larger pollution that would result from people
using private vehicles instead of the TTC.
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emissions resulting from people using the TTC instead of private vehicles. Without such
public baseline estimates, it becomes effectively impossible to calculate and track how
future changes to existing operations may help or hinder attempts to reduce ghg and
smog emissions.3
In Clearing the AirB j[W wz jjYz{ z{{ {z w {B ¢C}{{w  {~ z  } 
calculate the avoided ghg emissions thanks to people using the TTC instead of private vehicles.
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of private vehicles.
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and smog emissions, nor the avoided ghg emissions resulting from people using the TTC
instead of private automobiles.J
Torontonians help create a cleaner environment by using the TTC. It’s time the TTC started
collecting important data about its environmental impact and letting us know how good the
TTC is for our environment.
3
See http://www.torontoenvironment.org/campaigns/transit/clearingtheair. 4Based on the simple methodology from Clearing the Air,
we estimate that in 2011 Torontonians avoided emitting roughly 379,146 tonnes greenhouse gas by using the TTC.
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